Whole Group Intro Activity
PPT w/ discussions on social wellness
  - Basic info. to give them the basic knowledge of what "social wellness" is.

Key Concept
Standard 12.1 Analyze principles of human growth & development across the life span.
  *Social media's role in overall social wellness.

Pre-assessment activity
Brief survey on google forms
  - using many of the tougher vocabulary terms from the article
determine current understanding

What will all students do?
Close reading
  - Annotation of online article guidelines and article on google doc (Google classroom)

Tier 1
Annotate & use "research" function in google docs to define terms. Write down definition in own words.

Tier 2
Annotate & use "research" function to define. Rewrite words in a sentence, reflect on opinion/info of article with 2 examples of evidence.

*Terms" refers to any vocab that the student doesn't know or understand.
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